Seven independent newsrooms report on Mayor Lori Lightfoot’s first year
CHI.VOTE
Everything you need to vote on Feb. 26th
After Rahm’s ‘Smoke And Mirrors,’ Lightfoot Claims Neighborhood Opportunity Fund As Her Own

LENSE ON LIGHTFOOT: Even as developers flooded the fund as cranes dotted Chicago’s skyline, Emanuel awarded 325 grants totaling only $860,000.

Chicago Mayor Lori Lightfoot promised to spend more money on students in need. Could change be imminent?

By Yana Kunichoff | Dec 11, 2019, 6:06am CST

Lightfoot Pushing to Make TIFs More Equitable but Changes Lacking for Critics She’s Tried to Win Over

Chicago’s mayor has long-promised to reform how special tax funds are spent on private projects. Her first move is a step but isn’t big enough for some.
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South Shore neighbors blindsided as plan to turn closed school into police training center is resurrected
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